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About me
 I have been working with SQL since version 6.5

 Currently working as a Database Manager at 
Bridge2Soluitons here in Alpharetta.

 Have done a lot of consulting to Hospitals using 
PSSDiag as well as how to virtualize highly 
transactional databases.

 Participated on a Microsoft led beta testing for SQL 
2012.
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2. Introduction to SQL Nexus

3. Introduction to RML Utilities

4. How to configure PSSDiag

5. How to load the Output folder into Nexus

6. How to open and analyze the reports

7. Demo

8. Q&A



Introduction to PSSDiag and Diag
Manager

 SQLDiag is a command line utility that ships with SQL Server

 Located in the installation Binn folder



PSSDiag

 Gathers perfmon logs, error logs, profiler traces, hardware  config

 Uses a xml configuration file called PSSDiag which must have the SQL 
Server version to work correctly.

 PSSDiag.exe uses SQLDIAG.exe under that covers.

 It produces an output folder with all data/metrics collected



Diag Manager

 Diag Manager is the GUI used to create PSSDiag.

 “Out of the box” it works with SQL up to vesion 2008 R2



Configuring Diag Manager
 Choose the processor type; x86 or x64

 Choose the SQL Version; GUI supports up to 2008 R2

 If you do not want to use the Trace, uncheck box

 If you are using a default instance don’t change the Machine or 
Instance name boxes; just leave it as is.

 Enter either Windows or SQL authentication for the user executing 
PSSDiag.exe. If SQL user is selected a password will be required at 
run time.



Configuring Diag Manager

 Once you hit Save, it will create all the necessary files in 
the path shown.  All you need is in the PSSDiag folder.

 Copy the PSSDiag folder to the destination server. Go to 
the Build folder to find the pssdiag.cmd file.



Not SQL 2008 R2 or older? Too bad...
 IF you have SQL 2012 or 2014, you will need to modify an xml file called 

PSSDiag.xml to reflect the version of SQL you are running.

 There are 2 places that needs to be edited. (setupver = 11.0)

 And the same almost at the end of the xml file.



Finally Running PSSDiag

 From the command line call PSSDiag.cmd; it should look like this:



Diag Manager Error
 If the error below, it means you did not change the SQL Version on the 

PSSDiag.xml file to your current version.



SQL Nexus
 This is the tool you use to load the Output folder created by PSSDiag.

 This tool pulls it all together; perfmon, error log, etc.



Importing Data Into Nexus
 The Output folder has all necessary data for the Nexus tool to consume.

 Depending on the size of the folder, it may take some for the data to get 
imported.



SQL Nexus Reports
 Once the Output folder is loaded, reports can be created.



Various Tools Install Order

######Follow the sequence below#########

-INSTALL RML (RMLSeutp_AMD64.msi)

-INSTALL Nexus (Nexus Release.....)

+ The install file is on 
"Release4.0.0.64\SqlNexus4.0.0.64\SqlNexus4.0.0.64\app.p

ublish\setup.exe"

-INSTALL ReportViewer.exe (download that file if your 
Nexus report does not work)



Nexus Database Query 
(tbl_request)

 Run this query in the database created by 
Nexus from the output folder.

select *
from tbl_requests a
left outer join tbl_notableactivequeries b
on a.runtime = b.runtime and a.session_id = 
b.session_id
where a.blocking_session_id <> 0
--and a.runtime = @runtime
order by a.session_id,a.blocking_session_id



Where to download the tools

RML Utilities

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/944837?wa=wsignin1.0

PSSDIAG

http://diagmanager.codeplex.com/

SQL Nexus:

http://sqlnexus.codeplex.com/

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/944837?wa=wsignin1.0
http://diagmanager.codeplex.com/
http://sqlnexus.codeplex.com/

